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Smoke
Signals

From Tragedy to Gothic, Drama and
Theater Arts Entertain Again

News in Brief:
WHS has received highest
ranking ever in U.S. News
and World Report. We are
now #50 in New Jersey!

Seniors
Connor
Cabrera
and Myra
Ozdemir
were awarded Hudson County Academic
Achievement Awards on May 9.

F

rom shooting geese to passing out, the
Addams family is not your typical family.
After meeting the challenges of Romeo
and Juliet, the Weehawken Drama Department
proved it was up to the task of bringing this
eccentric family to life in a spring musical.
Their ambition paid off as those in the
Weehawken community who attended the May
4 and 5 performances gave it rave reviews. Superintendent Zywicki declared the production
“amazing,” while math teacher Adam Parkinson agreed, saying it was “creative and imaginative. The students did fantastic.”
School social workers also praised the
performance. Erika Zucconi described it as
“funny and relatable,” adding, “the students
were clearly having fun” and Ian White commented, “It was a terrific production. I’m glad I
saw it!”
The play’s success was undoubtedly

The Addams family put each other to the test with the morbid truth telling game Full Disclosure. Fatima Sadouki, Trenary Tejral, Sydney Cheplic, Devynn Givens, Graci Wade, Manuel Encarnacion, Sabrina Fong, Brandon Fernandez, Tenley Tejral, Charly Castillo, and Adrien Durasno.

the result of the combined efforts of the WHS
community. Directing the play, the theater arts
teacher Ms. Jacobs joined together with Bradden Mehrten of Inside Broadway. Mr. Perry
managed the backstage, while Ms. McParland
created the sets and costumes. Mr. Bo Moore of
Moore Productions provided and oversaw the
lighting, sound and special effects, and Mr. Zak
Baxmeyer ran the sound and score. Mr. Spinosa assisted with the overall production and
building of the sets.
Students are front and center at any
Weehawken High School production, and The
Addams Family was no exception. Britney
Trinidad, 10, was the student director of the
overall performance. Ruchi Amin, 12, was the
student lighting manager and Adrian Castellanos, 12, was the student stage manager. Experienced actors Manny Encarnacion, 11, and
Devynn Givens, 12, expertly played the two lead

roles, Gomez and Morticia Addams.
“Their sharp interactions and banter
were pitch-perfect in tone and key to moving
the plot of the show along,” said a very entertained patron after Friday’s show.
Cameron Hinton, 9, added to his portfolio of excellent work in Weehawken’s dramatic
productions with a joyous interpretation of
the unabashed Uncle Fester. Adrien Durasno,
8, followed up his Romeo and Juliet role with
a polished performance as the purposefully
slow-moving and vaguely menacing Lurch.
The production had students from all
grade levels performing cast roles and crew
jobs, including seniors Ruchi Amin, Adrian
Castellanos, Cathylee Cueto, Devynn Givens,
Che Leonhardt-Garcia and Kevin Levien. The
senior leadership provided the cast and the
crew with a foundation to put on an excellent
production.
continued on page 2

Future Business Leaders Compete at Steven’s Trading Day
By MISHA NAIR, freshman staff writer

O

n a Friday morning, four Weehawken
High School students stood amongst
twenty other competitive schools in an
effort to earn the most money from simulated
stock market transactions. Taking place at Stevens Institute of Technology, trading day was
truly a spectacular experience for students as
they made use of state-of-the-art technology in
a college financial lab overlooking the beautiful
New York City skyline.
With only an hour and a half, students
set out to gain money using the Thinkorswim
software which is an educational tool on online
investing. The four students who participated
from WHS were Sofia Tauriello, 10, James Ontiveros, 11, Jibrael Sinibaldi, 11, and Misha Nair,
9. All these students were part of the Future
Business Leaders of America club which is run
by two business teachers Mr. Montalbano and
Ms. Abdou for students to learn about the ins
and outs of business, accounting, and financial
services.
Like an orthodox trading day at the
NYSE, the event commenced with an opening
bell and ended with a tour of the scenic college campus. Many schools had been awaiting

the results which were soon to be announced,
and Weehawken High School placed fourth just
shy of third by a few dollars. The results were
impressive as the platform was a new technology for the students and an experience like this
could never be practiced or prepared for.
Reflecting on the team’s results and the
trading day, Sofia Tauriello commented, “It was
a terrific experience, and it helped me to gain
knowledge and learn more about what I want
to do about my future. Working with the team
was a very innovative experience that helped me
to make new amazing friends and learn how to
collaborate in a work environment under pressure.”
Ms. Abdou had much to say as this was a
big milestone for the club: “I am so proud of my
FBLA team in hitting the ground running in the
first year of FBLA at WHS.”
For the new club, Ms. Abdou has many
aspirations. She explained, “Our goals for next
year are to raise the bar in being more active
members of the community while also learning
how to be successful business leaders.”

From Tragedy to Gothic

continued

The Addams family learns the truth about Alice’s poisoning. From left to right: Devynn Givens, Emanuel Encarcion, Sydney Cheplic, Fatima Sadouki, Sabrina Fong,
and Brandon Fernandez.

Senior crewmembers and cast pose for their last
performance. From left to right: Cathylee Cueto,
Kevin Levien, Ruchi Amin, Adrian Castellanos, Che
Leonhardt-Garcia, and Devynn Givens.

Reflecting on the preparation and
performance, senior Devynn Givens said, “I
loved being a part of the drama department
this year... I feel like I have made a new family.”
Although there were many seniors,
much of the performing cast was from the
underclass ranks. Sydney Cheplic (Pugsley
Addams), Sabrina Chong (Wednesday Addams), Charly Castillo (Alice Beineke), Brandon Fernandez (Lucas Beineke) and Derek
Arias (Mal Beineke) performed very well in
prominent roles in the production.
The show also featured a chorus line
of Ancestors, each bringing a special flair to
their characters. The ancestors were: Jolina

Baroudi, Graci Wade, James Ontiveros, Miranda Ceron, Alexia Chong, Trenary Tejral,
Tenley Tejral, Natalie Jimenez, and Aida Sall.
Jolina Baroudi and Graci Wade did wonderfully with their “double duty” roles. They
played Cousin Itt and Thing, respectively.
The WHS Theater Arts class played
an essential role in creating the overall look
of the Addams’ home. They took the Romanesque arches from Romeo and Juliet and
turned them into creepy Gothic passageways
for the Addams set. Coffin bookshelves, a
family crest, 3D torch lamps, tombstones,
spider webs and a real skeleton put the finishing touches on the set decoration. Kudos
to class project managers, Veronica Varghese,
Daniel Alfaro, Roland Eberhard, Estephany
Mejia, Madison Himes, Alberto Gonzalez,
Amanda Mirasola, and Ashley Liriano.
For Madison Himes, “The costumes
and makeup were more dramatic than what
was needed for Romeo and Juliet, which
stemmed more from the reality of today’s
world.” She enjoyed helping to create the
gothic look of the Addams family, such as the
“ancestors [who] were painted with white
faces and black eyes.”
The Addams Family featured many
special effects, including the first use of a
robot prop in a live stage performance, a
remote control rat. The STEAM program of
WHS provided the robot who came with two
operators, seniors Che Leonhardt-Garcia and
Jamil Younes. Backstage crew students Rebecca Baxmeyer, Cathylee Cueto, Kevin Levien, Patrick Loos, and Maggie Jacobs did a
fantastic job painting, organizing and moving
sets for scenes. Props were skillfully administered by Logan Nodine, Caitlin Kielty, and
Natalie Jonas; these students deserve a lot of

The ancestors surround Morticia (Devynn Givens) following a musical number.
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credit because the play featured over 50 individual props.
Commenting on what it was like to
help lead the backstage crew, Kevin Levien
said, “Using the dry ice machine was incredibly fun... We did great work on both plays
with the help of Mr. Perry.”
Proud of his crew, Backstage Manager
Mr. Perry said, “It looked professional and
seamless, all of the crew were on point.”
The dazzling performance resulting
from these combined efforts reminds one of
the saying, “It takes a village to raise a child.”
Truly, it was a village that helped bring this
baby to life.

Mal (Derek Arias) admires Gomez’s (Emanuel Encarnacion) stabbing chair.

Cameron Hinton as Uncle Fester along with Ancestors James Ontiveros, Alexsia Chong, Miranda Ceron
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#NeverAgain Walkout Continues Fight for Gun Reform

By JONATHAN RAMON, junior staff writer

WHS students and staff gather in Hamilton Park and listen to speeches on gun reform.

Seniors Madison Himes, Ruchi Amin, Kevin Levien, and Adrian Castellanos hold the No More banner with Dr. Zywicki.

T

he day of April 20 was filled with
determination as students all over the
country rallied in an effort to call for
change. That day marked the 19th anniversary of the Columbine shooting, as well as
the second walkout for the National School
Walkout campaign. The goal of this movement is to strengthen gun regulations by
protesting and saying, “Enough is enough.”
Here at WHS students filled out
orange ribbons with various messages
expressing their feelings on the issue. Students walked past these ribbons that were
tied to the fence in front of the school’s
entrance as they traveled to Hamilton Park.
Once there, students were greeted by a
guest speaker Nancy Giles who is a long
time Weehawken resident and contributor
to the CBS Saturday morning broadcast.
She said to students, “I’m so impressed by your passion and by your interest in what’s going on in the world. You’re
being so actively involved in protesting
something you shouldn’t even have to deal
with which is gun violence in your high
schools... One of the things I love the most
about this movement [is] that it’s driven by
you young people [and] not only [by] victims of school shootings, but [also by] kids
that live in areas in which gun violence happens all the time. You’re all working together to try to change things and make things
different in this world and for that I really

salute you. I want to also say it’s ironic right
now that Congress in D.C., senators in the
House, they’re all out. They’re gone, they’re
on vacation and it’s ironic that they chose to
be on vacation now. You guys are out there
protesting, making your voices heard and
what’s beautiful is that there is film, and
there are news reports of all of you that will
stay with them. They can’t hide from all of
this passion, so don’t worry that they’re not
here. You’re here and that’s the most important thing you need to make your voices
heard... Thank you for your vigilance and
thank you for your passion.”
After she finished speaking, senior
Madison Himes took the stage to deliver a
message to all those who are near the age of
18. Madison said, “I’m one of multitude of
students who sit in desks preparing themselves for a shooter to come barging in. I
imagine the worst. I imagine losing my siblings because the odds of a shooting seems
too real because obtaining a gun is easier
than obtaining health insurance. But I also
imagine a country pulling itself together
enforcing against gun control. As I sat underneath my desk during a lockdown drill,
I realized that imagining isn’t enough. The
only way to have action is by casting your
vote. If you turn 18 by the 18 of November
2018, you can vote in the elections. You can
encourage your family, friends and neighbors to vote too. The lives of students and
teachers will continue to be lost if we don’t
end gun violence. No more.”
To conclude the walkout speeches,
superintendent Robert R. Zywicki urged
students to vote once again, saying, “The
number one thing you’re going to do is go
back to the school and register to vote. It’s
really, really important for you to do this.
With this comes the burden of what you
want to see happen. You need to make it
happen in the voting booth.”
With these nationwide protests
happening more frequently, it is more likely
that the voices of those who are concerned
will be heard. The people in charge must do
something if they don’t want these massacres to continue to happen.
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Orange ribbons filled with students’ thoughts and feelings on gun violence and gun reform blew in the wind as
students marched past.

Seniors show off their voting bracelets.

History teachers, Ms. Parkinson and Mr. Panepinto set
up a second voting registration drive on May 4 with the
help of MyVoteMyVoiceNJ. Mayor Richard Turner, Dr.
Zywicki, Ms. Parkinson, Mr. Panepinto look on as WHS
seniors register to vote.
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Holocaust Survivor Maud Dahme Shares
Harrowing Life Story
By VERONICA VARGHESE, junior staff writer

I

t was July of 1942 and a six-year-old
Jewish girl from Amersfoort, Holland was going on a trip. Her parents
explained that she and her four-year-old
sister Rita were staying on a farm for a
vacation and that they would be picked
up in two weeks. However, instead of
taking her hometown train to get there,
the girl had to walk through the woods.
Like any other six-year-old, she was
easily distracted by her surroundings,
particularly the blueberries growing
among the brush. Regardless, she eventually made it to a farm in Oldebroek.
Only after three years of hiding
and two families later would she and her
sister be reunited with their parents…
This is the story of Holocaust
survivor Maud Dahme. On March 28,
Dahme told her story as a hidden child
during the second World War to the
students and staff of Weehawken High
School. Through her speech, she explained the escalation of hateful and anti-Semitic rhetoric increased in Europe
in the late 1930s. After the Netherlands
surrendered to Germany in 1940, things
quickly began to change for Dahme. At
first it was not being able to go to public
school, having to wear a yellow star, and
not being allowed to ride a bicycle. But
eventually it came to the point where
her parents decided that she and her
sister needed to go into hiding.
Dahme first lived with Hendrik
and Jacobje Spronk, a religious Christian couple in their 60s, at Oldebroek,
Netherlands. She took the name Margie

Spronk and became the couple’s niece.
Unfortunately, right after Christmas
of 1944, Dahme and her sister’s hiding
place had been revealed. Next, they
went to live with a family called the
Westerinks in a fishing village in Elburg. The family struggled to provide
food, eating anything they could find
such as eel and bugs. During this time,
the Dutch suffered from what would be
known as the “HongerWinter,” in which
thousands died from starvation.
It was on April 19, 1945 that
Allied forces broke through the northern Netherlands and freed the village
Dahme and her sister were in. Eventually the two siblings were reunited with
their parents, who had been hiding at a
Christian friend’s car dealership. However, the two sisters could hardly recognize them. While it was difficult, the
Dahmes rebuilt their lives and eventually decided to move to Hoboken, New
Jersey in 1950.
Ultimately, Dahme shared with
the students of WHS a story of an extraordinary young girl. It is a story of
faith—one which believes in the goodness of humanity and one filled with
inspiration, courage, and hope. Her story reminds us all that even among evil,
there is still unimaginable goodness and
kindness.
“I think the most memorable part
of her speech had to be when she tasted
a chocolate bar from a Canadian soldier,” said Roshan Marquez, an eleventh
grader at the assembly. It was the first

thing Dahme ate after being liberated by
the Allies.
“There was no candy, no toys,
nothing for years…” Dahme explained.
Although at the time Dahme did not
know what the sweet and decadent substance was, she did know one thing for
sure—it was her first taste of a long taste
of freedom to come.

Renowned Historian and Author Joshua
Zeitz Visits WHS
By KEVIN LI, 8th grade staff writer

Johnson’s gruffness, Zeitz explained, he initiated a great
deal of services to help and further America’s society.
One time, Zeitz said, “At around two in the morning, Johnson was firing orders, and he basically said, ‘Civil
rights, medical care for people who don’t have the money
to afford it, or are too elderly to get it, job training, education, nutritional assistance for children for families that are
struggling, those are the things I want to get done.’”
Later, Zeitz revealed what it feels like to be a historian through his book, Lincoln’s Boys. During this part,
Joshua talked about the late president, Abraham Lincoln
and his characteristics. Joshua said, “Abraham Lincoln…
was a very enigmatic person. He was a very withdrawn person, kept his cards very close to his sleeve. I would probably be no closer to [fully understanding] his mind than
those who lived in his time.”
Finally, towards the end of the speech, Mr. Zeitz
hosted a Q and A session with the audience. There were a
variety of questions ranging from why he wrote his books,
Principal Anthony Colasurdo introduces Joshua Zeitz to students and staff. to his personal opinion on real and hypothetical matters.
After the speech concluded, the students and teachenowned author and fellow New Jersey native, Joshers
left
the auditorium with not only a deeper understandua Zeitz visited WHS on April 19 to talk about his
ing
of
our
past presidents, but also a new appreciation for
New York Times best selling books and what it was
like being a writer and historian. Since earning his Ph.D in the complexities of writing about history.
Ms. Parkinson thought his talk was very good beAmerican History from the prestigious Brown University,
Zeitz has written multiple books, including his most recent cause he spoke to students “as high school students, not
historians or scholars.” This, she explained, “made it really
work Building the Great Society, and has given speeches
on being a historian at universities and schools all over the real for [students], which I think is important.”
For many, Ms. Parkinson continued, “It’s hard to
country.
think
of
a career in history, but [this talk on] being a histoInitially, during the first part of Joshua’s talk, he
rian
and
writer showed the students a path they might like
engaged the audience in his latest book, Building the Great
to pursue.”
Society. The book describes Lyndon B. Johnson’s presidency, and how it felt to be in his shoes, through the eyes
of those next to him. In his book, Joshua describes Lyndon
B. Johnson as a gruff and very unfavorable man. Despite

R
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Flinging into Spring

Not Your Average Spring Break

By NATALIE JONAS, freshman staff writer

By RAFAEL SANCHEZ, junior staff writer
pring Break provided stu“It was like a culture shock.”
dents with a lot of freetime. She explained that because
While many of us stayed
the culture was different, she
at home playing Fortnite and
was fascinated. “I tried a lot of
Minecraft, or watching action
different foods. The food was
movies and Netflix series, or
really fresh. There were a lot of
browsing Google and Youtube,
fruits involved. And like in East
others decided to enjoy life
Africa they don’t eat a lot of
changing trips, as was the case
meat, they eat more fruits and
with sophomore Nia Eberhard.
vegetables.”
Nia went to Punta Cana
These students and their
in the Dominican Republic.
travels teach us that relaxing
Punta Cana is known for its 32
at home is not the only way to
km stretch of beaches and clear pass the time. Having an excitwaters. Nia said, “It was actual- ing experience like travelling
ly a lot of fun. It was really real- to a different country made
ly nice. Different food, different for an enriching way to enjoy
places I went to. The weather
the pleasant weather of spring
was super…. Stuff like that.”
break.
Junior student Joshua
Ocasio enjoyed the weather
as well in San Francisco, California. Known for the famous
Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco is a city surrounded by the
Pacific Ocean. He explained,
“It was much warmer than it
is here. And like the view was
amazing. I saw the Golden Gate
Bridge. That was like, “ wow!” I
mean, it was kinda crazy ‘cause
you see it on T.V., and it’s like
wow. But when you see it in
person it’s extraordinary. It’s
beautiful.”
No stranger to travel,
senior Devynn Givens travelled
to Tanzania and Rwanda in Africa. Both regions are known for
their wild and rural areas. The
trip was not only fascinating,
Devynn climbed aboard a small plane
heading to a safari on Mount Kilimanbut life changing. She shared,

T

he Spring Fling, a new
addition to the annual
agenda at WHS, was
orchestrated by this year’s
Junior class. The Junior class
raised $500 in proceeds from
the dance, which was held on
March 15. It was a successful
effort to raise funds for activities for the senior class of
2019, such as prom and graduation gowns. Students came
together to help schoolwide,
even though many were not a
part of their student councils.
Freshman Caitlin
Kielty said, “The dance was a
fun way to bring in the spring
season, and it was cool to
see so many people from
throughout the school helping to put it all together.”

The cafeteria was decorated with homemade paper
flowers and colorful flashing
flood lights. A well-themed
photo setup with flower
wreaths and fairy lights decorated one of the walls. Pastel
balloons decorated much of
the cafeteria and added to
the bright and springtime
aura present throughout the
scenery.
The concessions,
brought and made by the
Sophomore class student
council included mochi,
pasta with sauce, and an
assortment of homemade
cupcakes.
Just like Homecoming,
outside dates and plus ones
were allowed. Emily Yang,
the president of the junior
class, said about the outside
invitees, “It was really great
to see all these non-WHS
students sharing the experience of our exciting event.”
This dance was an obvious success, and hopefully
this springtime tradition will
carry on into future years.
Sophomore Bryce
Lopez, secretary of the Sophomore class said of WHS’s
first Spring Fling, “I really
enjoyed watching everyone
walk out happier than when
they walked in.”

S

jaro.

Mind Your Mind Educates Students on Mental Health Struggles
By JONATHAN RAMON, junior staff writer

I

magine laying in bed, staring
at the crumbling ceiling late
one night due to your inability to sleep. You ask yourself:
Are you really alright like you
keep telling yourself and the
others around you? Or are you
just lying to yourself to keep
from finally melting down?
A guest speaker named
Andrew had a similar experience as he struggled with severe depression and anxiety.
He came to the high school on
Wednesday, April 25, to speak
the 7th, 8th, and 9th graders
about his story and to teach
students about mental health.
Andrew is part of the
nonprofit organization called
“Minding Your Mind” whose
main objective is to inform
teens, adults, teachers and

school administrators about
mental health issues and illnesses associated with it, as well
as treatment available. They
cover mood disorders, suicide
ideation, eating disorders,
addictive behavior, self-harm,
and bullying. Minding Your
Mind speakers are young adults
who have struggled with mental
health issues and share their
stories, experiences, and recovery.
Andrew opened his talk
by explaining how difficult it
can be to talk about mental
health issues. He said, “One
in five students at some point
struggle with mental health
issues. If you’re going through
something now, you’re not
alone and if you haven’t already,
reach out for help. If you’re al-
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ready in help, sometimes it can
be frustrating for it not to work
right away or maybe not work
as you hoped, but for the other
four people that may not ever
struggle or may down the road,
please, please, please speak up
about it way sooner than I did
because I let these things continue to get worse. Talk about it
to friends. Talk about it to your
family.”
He went on to share that
after a concussion, in his senior
year in college, his life started
to go downwards. “I was going
through an illness. My whole
family was going through the
struggle. I was going through
about three months of severe
depression, severe anxiety,
severe insomnia. I know it’s
hard to imagine, but I didn’t
sleep for more than one hour
every single night for the two
months leading up to Christmas. I was a pure insomniac. I
did not sleep at all. I didn’t eat.
I lost 30 pounds. Everything I
put in my mouth I would throw
up. I dropped out of school.
I dropped out of the football
team. I was home in recovery.
My day consisted of me
going down stairs at 11 o’clock,
not sleeping maybe eating
like a poptart and then going
downstairs and having a panic
attack in my basement. Having
anxiety attacks and these anxiety attacks would be me having
shortness of breath. My heart

was pumping out of my chest.
I would punch holes in walls. I
would bite myself real deep bite
marks. I always had scars up
and down my arms, not because
I wanted to bite myself and
make myself bleed, but that was
my relief, that was my go to. If
I could make the pain go away
from my head from my brain to
my arm then that’s better than
where it was… Just know as I
stand up here now, this is the
happiest I’ve ever been in my
life and I love life again because
I finally reached out and got the
help I needed and deserved just
like everyone needs and deserves who need help.”
Andrew’s words surely
left an impact on the students
who were present that day.
Freshman Jairoagustin Garzon
enjoyed Andrew’s talk because,
he explained, “His experiences
taught me how I can help people around me that are going
through situations similar to
his.”
Jairo’s words resonated
with one of the most important
points that Andrew made which
was that we don’t always know
what another person may be
going through. Many people
around us could be dealing with
hardships. Knowing this, we
should all try to be more tolerant and understanding of these
invisible, but very real struggles.
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Band Performs at Disney during Spring Break
By ADRIAN CASTELLANOS, senior staff writer

D

uring the Spring Break
of 2018, the Weehawken Marching
Band brought their standard
of excellence to Walt Disney
World. The trip was led by
Band Director Minesh Shah,
Assistant Director Ryan Gorman; and chaperoned by Mr.
Ferullo and Ms. Veras.
In addition to enjoying the different parks and
sights in Disney, the band
also had the opportunity to
perform on one of the largest
platforms possible, Epcot!
The experience of parading in
front of hundreds of people
in such a beautiful and happy

atmosphere will stick with
the band forever.
The rest of the five
days in Disney were spent exploring the rest of the parks,
including Magic Kingdom,
Epcot, Hollywood Studios
and Animal Kingdom. Of
course as with any Disney
trip memories were made,
rides were ridden, and pictures were taken. In all it was
another successful performance for the Marching Band
as well as a Spring Break well
spent.

Freshmen Tour Kean University Real World Project Preps
he Kean University trip this April was the class of 2021’s Students for Life Outside
first college trip, an important milestone in a high school
the Classroom
student’s career. WHS freshmen got the opportunity to
By NATALIE JONAS, freshman staff writer

T

spend the day touring the Kean University campus, located in
suburban Union, NJ.
Kean University’s campus was surprisingly open and
serene, despite its location in the large town of Union. The
campus was reminiscent of Weehawken, with an intimate
environment and the sense that all the students knew one
another.
The expansive campus boasted high tech buildings and
an emphasis on modern tech was apparent as students walked
through and around newly renovated buildings. The students also visited Kean’s state of the art gymnasium and their
semi-olympic sized pool.
Freshman Caitlin Kielty said, “Though it was a brief
tour, I enjoyed exploring a local university’s campus.”
Kean University students from different majors and
years all helped show WHS freshmen the campus, and were
happy to answer questions about their lives at Kean University. Each college student who walked with the freshman class
around the campus got the chance to talk about their respective majors to like-minded Weehawken students and to answer questions that the freshmen had.
For many freshmen, visiting Kean was an eye opening
experience that made them, possibly for the first time, think
about college, which would be upon them in just three years.
Freshman Sabrina Fong said about the Kean trip, “It made me
think about how many years we have left before college admission time. Overall I think it was a really fun experience.”

Students enjoying the beautiful spring weather on Kean campus. Back left to
right: Ariana Grant, Arlene Reynoso, Danielle Whelan. Front left to right: Zionna
Loftin, Andrea Carranza, Maisie Phillips, Nicole Robles, and Amy Rave.
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By NATALIE JONAS, freshman staff writer

T

he Careers class, taught by former Associate Director
of Marketing and Operating at Verizon, Ms. Abdou, is
a new face this year at Weehawken High School. This
year, she has assigned a project to her six Financial Literacy
and Careers classes that is designed to help students organize their futures.
The project, named the Real World Project, requires
students to find their possible future car, house, apartment,
and job, as well as practical information such as to create
a spending plan and to calculate taxes according to your
income (as learned in Financial Literacy that was taken in
marking periods 1 and 2.)
Freshman Julia Sall explained what the project taught
her: “It’s quite interesting that when you imagine yourself as
an adult as a child you think its easy, but in reality, [adulthood] is so much harder than I thought.”
These projects could help Weehawken High School
students learn and explore different career options that are
out there, as well as learn about some careers they may have
never considered. Students learned to apply the knowledge
that they are taught to real-life situations and how to deal
with real issues that all adults face.
Ms. Abdou’s students range from freshmen to seniors,
meaning that for many of her students, the lessons learned
in her class teachings will be put to use in a matter of years,
or even months.
“Here at Weehawken High School, we like to empower our students to learn by doing and experiencing,” Ms.
Abdou said. “… and having students do a big project is the
perfect way to do that.”

Nicholas Mirasola presents his financial plan for his real life vision for the future.
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All District Concert Tops Last Year’s Performance
By CHARLY CASTILLO and KEVIN LI, 8th grade staff writers

O

n the night of March 27, 2018, the students and teachers
of the Weehawken Musical Arts Program prepared themselves for the Annual All-District Concert. The students of
Weehawken High School, Theodore Roosevelt School, and Daniel
Webster School performed their musical pieces and songs after
months of hard work and dedication.
To prepare for the concert, the students of the three Weehawken schools had different methods of perfecting their acts.
For the 8th and 7th Grade Choir, Ms. Hochauser, the
group’s lead director, had a system already worked out for both
groups. Ms. Hochauser said, “We did vocal warm ups to help them
get ready and practice their separate parts. We then started to
put it all together in preparation for the concert. We also got tech
rehearsals to combine them together.” Pleased with the success of
the event, Ms. Hochhauser looks forward to welcoming and working with new members next year.
For the 8th Grade, High School, and Jazz Bands, former
Band Director Mr. Shah explained how they all prepared for the
concert when he said, “I prepared them through hours of rehearsal
and always making sure that the kids made the best of their time
and demonstrated the joys of performing, especially performing
for the dignitaries, family, friends, and the entire Weehawken
Community.”
According to Nina Brunetti of the Daniel Webster School
chorus, Mr. Romano prepared his pupils by “practicing their
songs and dance routines all the time.”With all this preparation
and practice, it is easy to understand why the musical arts teachers
are proud of their students.
However, while the students’ efforts were one part of the
performance, the musical choices were the other. To recap, the
High School, Jazz, and 8th Grade Bands selected songs they believed would captivate and entertain the audience.
For the chorus’s music choices, Ms. Hochauser explained
her selection process. She said the they actually started off with
more choices, but then narrowed down to popular songs “I believe
I can fly” and “Hey Soul Sister” because she liked their arrange-

ment and message of persistence. Also, the kids specifically asked
to do “Hey Soul Sister” by Train, so Laila Williams, a 7th Grader,
could play the ukulele.
In the end, a monumental amount of effort was put into
the All District Concert; and the performance given on that night
surpassed everybody’s expectations. Some of the attendees of the
concert believed it was Weehawken’s best musical performance in
years. We all look forward to next year’s All District Concert, as all
of Weehawken’s musical talents are sure to work hard and deliver
another beautiful performance.

Weehawken Runs Lincoln Poem in Your Pocket:
Tunnel Challenge
A Surprising Delight
By ADRIAN CASTELLANOS, senior staff writer

By JONATHAN RAMON, junior staff writer
o many students poetry perhaps is just another thing that exists, something unimportant, and maybe even a waste of their
time. Many barely give it a second thought or even acknowledge its existence for that matter. But thanks to the WHS National
Honor Society, students were reminded of this everlasting artform.
To celebrate National Poetry Month in April, NHS members
handed out index cards with poems on them and posted others
on a hallway bulletin board outside the principal’s office. Students
and staff were encouraged to pass the poems along or visit the bulletin board to find other poems to read.
Junior and Honor Society member, Rafael Sanchez explained his thoughts on the poem in your pocket initiative. “I think
it was lovely, it was beautiful to go around to people and say hey
have a nice day, read this poem... I think the outcome is great because it inspires people with the use of poetry.”
Ms. Kitzie, a junior and senior English instructor, shared
her thoughts on the project as well. “The kids who participated
said that they enjoyed it a lot. I think there are a lot of kids that
didn’t really expect to have been impressed by poems either when
they were handed one or when they chose one for themselves
by taking it off the bulletin board… Overall, I would say that it’s
certainly something I would do again. It looks as if it was very well
received.”
She also explained why this event took place. “Every year
the National Poetry Foundation during National Poetry Week
comes up with different initiatives. This is one of their initiatives
that they’ve done for many years. It was so popular and it took off
so well that when they sent us information about National Poetry
Month, they included suggestions for how to initiate a poetry in
your pocket program.”
It seems at
WHS, the initiative
was a pleasant surprise
for students and staff
alike. Giving students
just a little piece of
interesting and maybe
even thought provoking material to read
could be just the thing
to give them a little
shove to look further
into the world of poetry.
A “Poem in Your Pocket” bulletin board displayed

T

Lisa Rovito and Peer Leadership braved the cold to volunteer at the Lincoln
Tunnel Challenge.

T

his year the Lincoln Tunnel Challenge was a huge success and
once again Weehawken was very involved. The annual run
through the tunnel has become a huge hit for runners and
locals alike. Last year the town got together for the first time to run
as a group, and this year everyone from UBS employees to Weehawken TSD staff, and even some senior citizens joined together to
become officially known as Team Weehawken.
Supervisor of Guidance, Ms. Wendolowski returned to the
Lincoln Tunnel Challenge for her third time. A regular runner, Ms.
Wendolowski tries to run a 5k once a month. She finished this run
in only 27 minutes. For Ms. Wendolowski though, it wasn’t only
about the run. She said, “It was nice to see so many kids volunteering to help.”
For many others, this was their first time running at the
event. Jolina Baroudi, WHS 7th grade student started the cold day
at 5am helping Peer Leadership register runners. Despite the early
morning start, she found that “running was a great way to start the
day.” She looks forward to participating in the run again next year.
The Lincoln Tunnel Challenge is setup to raise money for
the Special Olympics and therefore all the money raised goes
directly to the cause. Together around nine thousand dollars were
raised by the town, and organizers said that this year has broken
records.
Everyone who took part should be proud, and everyone else
should get ready to sign up for next year.
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STUDENT EDITORIALS

Trump Versus a Free Press Why Trump is Right for
Striking Syria
By CHARLY CASTILLO, 8th grade staff writer

P

olitics have been a controversial topic in the United
States since its creation
in 1776, however, now more
than ever, this loaded topic
is brought up in many social
situations. During these conversations, it is more than certain
that one topic will be addressed,
Trump’s relationship with the
press.
Lately, it seems as if
President Donald Trump would
prefer to have journalists in
our country act more like the
press in North Korea, who
have an excessive desire to
please their government and
are unfairly prejudiced towards
others. Fortunately, that would
probably never happen in the
United States, where journalists are protected by the First
Amendment which states,
“Congress shall make no law…
[that abridges] the freedom of
speech, or of the press.” So even
if Trump wanted to, he is not
able to prohibit the press from
writing possibly negative comments about him. Instead, he is
limited to Twitter tantrums and
verbally attacking the press in
public.
Last August, at a campaign rally in Phoenix, Trump
unleashed one of the cruelest
attacks on the press ever made
by a U.S. president since John
Adams’ 1798 Sedition Act. He
claimed that journalists were
fabricating information about
his political views and previous
statements, and then continued
to label them as the “enemies
of the American people.” Since
then, he has threatened legal
action against journalist Michael Wolff and his publisher
over his book Fire and Fury:
Inside the Trump White House,
which includes disapproving
statements about him.
In Trump’s defense,
the book does contain some
inaccuracies, including that
then-Speaker of the House John
Boehner resigned in 2011 (it
actually occurred in 2015) and
that Steele Dossier proposed
that Trump was being blackmailed by Russia (he was not a
victim of blackmail but could be

subject to it). These inaccuraccies prompt a difficult question:
does Boehner’s lack of accuracy
support Trump’s opinion of the
press? In short, yes and no, because while some journalists do
write inaccurate information,
the majority of what is written
about him is factual, specifically
about his lying habits.
Ironically, Trump is
vexed that the press keeps track
of all of his lies. The Washington Post has been organizing a
list keeping track of the president’s claims that have been either misleading or complete lies
since his inauguration in January of 2017. According to The
Fact Checker’s database, during
his first year in office, President
Trump made 2,140 false or misleading comments, an average
of nearly 5.9 claims per day.
The previous statistics prove
that journalists have to report
the facts because at times, the
president is not telling the truth
to the people.
Trump does not enjoy
when journalists tell the truth
about his lies, or when the press
corrects the “facts” that he is
stating, or when they remind
him of what he said about people from other ethnic groups.
The press can only report the
news, point out his mistakes,
and challenge the president and
other people in power. Journalists are disapproving of Trump
not because they are biased
towards him or hate the United
States, but because their job is
to report accurately on his failures and mistakes.
Although I am not sure
as to what is going to happen
during the next three years of
Trump’s presidency, I do have
one piece of advice for him.
Words matter when you are
president because every single
lie that you say will be parsed by
journalists, foreign leaders, and
especially the American people.
Even though Trump’s reason as
to why he is not the biggest fan
of the press is in some ways understandable, it does not make
up for his inaccurate statements
and lies.

By DENIZ KORAMAN, 7th grade staff writer

B

loody... crying... covered
in soot... oxygen mask on
their faces. This is a normal scene in Syria, as children,
mothers, fathers, neighbors,
teachers, brothers and sisters
alike are being killed by their
own government. The Al-Assad
regime has committed many
inhumane attacks and has killed
thousands of his people, all so
he can control them and stop
them from rebelling against him
The Syrian Civil War has been
going on since 2011, and it does
not show any signs of stopping
in the near future. The United
States military has a history
of stepping into international
conflicts, such as the Vietnam
War and our current encounter
in Syria. But is it justified for the
United States to step in?
One might say that the
United States should stay out of
another country’s civil war, but
the U.S., as the world’s biggest
military superpower, has the
responsibility to step in and end
this human rights nightmare.
No matter where it is going on
and no matter who stands in
our way, the U.S. should do
what is right. There is no denying that the United States is one
of the greatest military powerhouses in the world, and using
some of our military force to
end these vicious attacks is necessary. The people of Syria have
been struggling for many years,
and they have seen no end. The
U.S. should always be sticking
up for what is right.
Assad has gassed his
own people, and has done many
other atrocious acts. He has
tried to cover up the gas attacks
by denying them and not letting
officials in to investigate the
sites where they happened. An
NBC article, by Safia Samee Ali
and Phil Helsel titled “Despite
delay, experts say any evidence

in suspected Syria chemical
attack likely remains” states,
“The team from the OPCW
(Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons)
had been delayed in accessing
the site. U.S. State Department
spokeswoman Heather Nauert
last week accused the Syrian
government and Russian officials of preventing inspections
and working to ‘sanitize’ the
locations and remove evidence.”
According to some experts the
possible evidence that remains
two weeks later could depend
on the substances that were
used.
Trump has tried to
end the injustices of Assad by
launching missile strikes against
Syria, the most recent happening on April 7, 2018, targeting
places that had developed the
chemicals that were used in
the attacks. According to the
Pentagon, three targets were
struck: A scientific research
facility in Damascus connected
to the production of chemical
and biological weapons, a chemical weapons storage facility
west of Homs, and a command
post storing chemical weapons
equipment in Homs. POTUS
has also sent Assad a direct
message after the April 7th missile strike, exclaiming,” The U.S.
is locked and loaded.”
The United States has to
stay strong and use their world
power in Syria to end inhumane
and downright despicable acts
committed by the devious Assad
regime. The United States and
its allies, like Great Britain
and France, was the beginning
of a new effort to end the Assad regime, and it seems that
Trump is leading us down the
right path in Syria. The US has
to step in now more than ever,
as Assad’s crimes get worse and
worse.

Refs Should Feel the Consequences of a Bad Call
By JOSEPH ORECCHIO, 7th grade staff writer

F

ootball is probably one of
the most beloved sports in
America. Many are enticed
by the thought of walking onto
that field and being able to
score and just hit anyone they
want to as hard as they can.
There are boundaries though
and that’s why we have our
officials, also referred to as referees or “refs’’ for short. These
refs are in charge of making
game-deciding calls in a football
game and one bad call can turn
an entire team’s season around.
Since these calls can have such
drastic effects, many believe
that refs should be penalized for
bad calls.
Referees are monitored

and given a grade every week on
their officiating performance.
They can be given points for a
good call that they picked up
that most referees wouldn’t
have picked up. They can also
lose points if they made a bad
call or missed an obvious call.
If they continuously make bad
calls, it could turn into suspension for a referee.
On October 12th, 2015
the Seattle Seahawks played the
Detroit Lions in week four of
the regular season. The Lions
had the ball at the Seahawks 10
yard-line when Matthew Stafford dropped back and threw
a fade to Calvin Johnson only
to have the ball poked away by

Kam Chancellor and into the
endzone to save a game winning
touchdown. But that wasn’t
the biggest part of the game.
The biggest part was when star
Linebacker K.J. Wright batted the ball out of bounds and
caused a touchback. This was
probably the worst call of this
season. This should have been
called illegal batting on Wright,
which is what the call should be
when a player intentionally bats
the ball out of bounds, maybe to
stop the time on the clock or to
avoid risking a fumble recovery
by the other team. If this was
ruled illegal batting, the Lions
would have had the ball at the
1-yard line and most likely

would have won the game. The
call outraged Lions fans around
the world, especially because
they are known to have “Bad
Luck” in football. Some fans
called it a “blown call” or the
worst call they had ever seen.
So to answer the question should refs be penalized for
bad calls? In my opinion, it is a
yes. These games are deciding
championships, affecting the
money people make and how a
season ends. These refs need a
punishment to show how these
players feel and the consequences that can happen after a
bad call is made on a team.
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DINING OUT

Hot Off The Grill Hibachi How Chinese Food in the
USA has been Americanized
By LUCIA PARDO-REA and GRETA VASSALLO,
7th grade staff writers
okyo Hibachi, in Secauwith eggs, vegetables and rice.
cus, is hands down an
The dish is prepared with butamazing place to eat.
ter, oil and some form of sweet
They not only provide incredisauce, which quickly raises the
ble food, but their performance calorie and fat content. Hibais mesmerizing to watch. A
chi is not considered “healthy
visit to the local Hibachi place
food,” but treating yourself to a
pleases diners, as chefs cook
enjoyable, delicious meal once
food right in front of them. It is in a while doesn’t harm anya great place to eat for special
body.
events, such as birthdays. ToThe chefs at Tokyo Hibakyo Hibachi will delight diners
chi are entertainers and culiby giving them a spectacular
nary experts that stun dinner
experience.
guests with seemingly imposHibachi first came to the sible coordination, tricks, and
United States after World War
humor. To become an expert
II, when many newly wealthy
Hibachi chef, one needs to go
Americans had the desire to
through a lot of school and
travel. People developed a
work experience. It takes many
taste for the local foods and
years to learn and practice the
drinks of Japan. Hibachi was an art of hibachi. It is very importAmerican take on a similar but
ant for a hibachi chef not only
smaller grill called teppanyaki.
to know all about the food but
The word hibachi doesn’t even
also learn all the cooking techmean grill, it means fire bowl.
niques. The second guests sit
Interestingly, the original hisdown they are surprised by the
tory of hibachi is debatable, as
marvelous tricks that they do.
some claim that hibachi cookWhile you are sitting there the
ing began in Japan over 200
chefs start tossing their utensils
years ago, while others say that in the air, and catching them
it has only been around since
perfectly. That is not all. They
the mid-20th century. The first balance an egg on their spatchmodern hibachi restaurant,
ulas, and toss it, but have it
Misono, was introduced in
land without cracking.
Japan in 1945. About 20 years
Tokyo Hibachi provides
later, hibachi was introduced to amazing food along with an
the United States and has only
astonishing experience. It has
skyrocketed since. Chefs paired a very fun, lively and someentertainment with food, often
what chaotic atmosphere. With
juggling condiments or prepar- a long history of the hibachi
ing flaming volcanoes, which is style of cooking, a local hibachi
exactly what Tokyo Hibachi is
restaurant is also an eye-openall about.
ing opportunity for Japanese
Even though hibaculture. Tokyo Hibachi gives
chi-style meals are prepared on patrons something to look fora grill, hibachi food tends to be
ward to with each new visit and
high in fat and calories. A base
memories they’ll never forget.
food like beef, chicken, or some
form of seafood is combined

T

By ZACHARY RAMSHUr 7th grade staff writer

L

ike many WHS students
seventh-grader, Damaris Ruiz eats lunch regularly at The Daily Chinese
Restaurant on Park Avenue.
She goes there for the “Mom
and Pop business vibe” and
to eat the Boneless Spare Rib
Tibs with Pork Fried Rice.
This dish called ”Ribs
Tibs” to many may not sound
like a traditional Chinese
meal. When you go into some
local Chinese restaurants,
you may notice that you won’t
always see traditional meals
like Peking Duck, Kung Pao
Chicken, Ma Po Tofu, and the
list can go on and on.
When Chinese families
first came to America, many
of them came to have a better life from the hardships or
poverty in their home countries. And when you move
somewhere you try to adapt
to that place and neighborhood. The family restaurants probably started with
traditional Chinese meals
which may have not been
popular with Americans, so
then the restaurants changed
their products and meals to
suit the needs and wants of
their customers which then
brought us Americanized Chinese food.
In his article,”How
Chinese Food Got Hip In
America,” Eric Fish explains,
“It wasn’t until adventurous
‘Bohemians’ in New York
City started exploring Chinatown in the 1880s for exotic

treats that the food started to
become popular.” Fish continues, “ In the years since,
‘Chinese food’ as understood
by Americans has undergone
several cycles of trendiness
and localization, including
the chop suey craze of the
early 20th century to the explosion in variety after President Richard Nixon’s 1972
trip to China.”
When you go to China
Town or Fort Lee or Edgewater, you can find traditional
Chinese food because a good
portion of the population in
these towns are Asian, including Chinese. Those used
to traditional Chinese cuisine
probably don’t want fried
chicken and fried rice like
they can get anywhere else
but instead prefer dishes like
Peking Duck and Kung Pao
Chicken.
Interestingly, David
Chan explains, “What America has come to know as
Chinese food for 150 years
is really a combination of
historical accidents and adaptation to American tastes.”
Chan continues,”In contrast,
today’s authentic Chinese
food in the United States
represents not only advances
in culinary sophistication, but
more importantly, reflects
that Chinese and their food
from Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and all regions of mainland
China now represented in
the United States. And that’s
quite a difference.”

READER’S CORNER

Truly Devious, The Perfect Book for Mystery Lovers

By CLAIRE INABA and NIA PAPADOPOULOS 7th grade staff writers
f you fancy yourself a detec- founders, the rich Ellingham
opened, once again filled with
tive, Truly Devious is the
family, all have met their unfor- child prodigies. Stevie Bell is
book for you. Filled with
tunate end at this school. The
not like most teenage girls,
mystery and murder, Truly De- Ellinghams are not just famous shopping for clothes and talking
vious winds a story of suspense for their school but also for
about boys, but instead she has
and tension that will keep you
their unsolved murders at the
a peculiar obsession. Stevie
on your toes and holding your
hands of the notorious criminal desperately wants to be standbreath.
Truly Devious. The unfortunate ing over a dead body trying to
The story takes place
year of 1936 is when Truly Defind out what happened. She
deep in the wild uninhabited
vious came to tear apart the El- wants to be a detective. She has
mountains of Vermont at a falingham family. This is the year always wanted to find out what
mous free boarding school filled that Alice Ellingham’s daughter happened at the Ellingham’s
with young prodigies. All stuand his wife Iris disappear with school, and when she is asked
dents who are accepted to the
a clever and chilly poem from
to attend the school she gets to
prestigious boarding school are Truly Devious. Mr. Ellingham
have a closer look at the crime
unique and different; they are
never lived to see them return.
she’s always wanted to solve.
all a special kind of genius that
It has been years since
The story tells of Stevie’s desthe school can foster. But the
the alleged murder of the Elperation to solve the case, as
school has a dark past, for the
linghams, and the school has
well as of her anxiety and fre-

I

quent panic attacks.
Truly Devious is a suspense filled mystery novel that
seems to be a mix of Sherlock
Holmes and the struggles of a
unique teenage girl. Truly Devious is a great story of crime and
murder, also illustrating what
it is like for Stevie Bell and how
she is able to find true friends
at the Ellingham Academy. It
tells a thrilling story of how
Stevie always wanted to solve a
crime, but when crime finds her
and her newfound friends at the
Ellingham Academy, Stevie will
have to deal with much more
than she bargained for.
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Arts
&
Entertainment
A Quiet Place: Silence So
Loud You Can Hear It

By BRYCE HONIG AND EMILIO ACOSTA, 7th grade staff writers

T

he last family… operating
under complete silence
and defending themselves
against the fearful creatures of the
outside world. A Quiet Place is a
heart-stopping movie which hit
theaters April 6, 2018. The movie
combines silence with suspense, a
perfect combination for horror. A
Quiet Place is bound for greatness.
The main theme of the
movie can be summed up in its
most disturbing line: “If they hear
you, they hunt you.” A family of
four must navigate their lives in
silence in a post-apocalyptic world
after mysterious creatures that
hunt by sound threaten their survival. Throughout the movie, the
audience does not exactly know
what the creatures do with the
victims, but it definitely isn’t good.
Fortunately, the family has an advantage over many others (which
may be the reason they have
survived so long) as one of the
children is deaf, so they already
speak sign language. The parents
try their best to protect their two
children but the mother is due
soon and in an environment where
you need to be completely silent to
survive, they will face many problems.
Most of the movie is in silence
and has subtitles as the family
speaks sign language to keep quiet.
This sets it apart from many other
horror movies, which often use
loud screams, creepy music, and
other noises to strike fear into the
viewers, A Quiet Place takes a dif-

ferent approach, providing viewers
with a unique experience. The
silence fabricates the feeling that
viewers are a part of it. Watching
the movie in the theater, you must
silently open up candy or chew
on popcorn shamefully, feeling
as though you will get the family killed. This impression really
makes A Quiet Place stand-out
as more than just a movie, but an
experience.
The movie doesn’t just
have the critics raving, but the
public too. Rated PG-13 (for terror
and some bloody images), A Quiet
Place is definitely not a movie for
the faint of heart as it has multiple
jumpscares and gore.
“[You] are most likely to
die of stress more than anything
else, the movie rocks,” commented
New York Times writer Jeannette
Catsoulis.
“The suspense kept me
on my toes the whole time,” said
eighth-grader Mason Malave.
Most of the moviegoers
had good things to say but some
had mixed feelings. “I thought the
movie should have been longer…
they didn’t complete the story,”
said eighth-grader Favin Wells,
“but the movie made up for it in
jumpscares.” For the most part,
fans only had good things to say
about A Quiet Place.
All in all, the movie was
a smash hit. A Quiet Place is the
horror movie we have all been
waiting for and perhaps the best
horror film of the year.

Destination Tokyo Portrays
Action-Packed WWII Mission
By KRIS SANCHEZ, 7th grade staff writer

W

ar films like Fury and
Hacksaw Ridge have
drawn a lot of attention from many people, but now
it’s time to watch one of the best
action war films from the 1940s.
Directed by Delmer Daves, Destination Tokyo captures the United
States naval battle against Japan
during WWll.
Destination Tokyo starts in
the middle of the action with the
Japanese attacking Pearl Harbor.
After Pearl Harbor is attacked,
Captain Cassidy sails out with
his crew to Tokyo. The two war
machines they take out to sea were
the most impressive submarines
of America: The Thresher, also
known as the thresher shark and
The Trout which was an amazing
sub filled with a lot of fire power.
The Trout was a death machine
which received 11 battle stars for
its victories in WWII.
The film is full of tension
even before the crew arrives to
Japan. On their way there, the
soldiers’ actions often complicate
the mission and Captain Cassidy
worries he’s losing a lot of men.
Many have died already and many
know they are going to die, which
makes the movie sad as viewers
are reminded of the real life losses
in World War II.
Near Japan, the tension

rises again as Cassidy and his
men don’t want to make too much
noise so the Japanese won’t suspect a thing while Captain Cassidy
commands four soldiers to go in a
small raft to do the readings. If he
sends them an a small war boat,
they could get caught. They do the
readings and almost get back to
the boat successfully, but when
a Japanese ship spotted them,
another bloody battle begins.. The
captain sends planes to go into
Tokyo and starts bombing everywhere. While he is with his navy
firing from sea, he sends another
team of air force to destroy Japanese boats and firepower and
sends subs to go underwater and
start firing rockets at all their
boats. At the height of the action,
Captain Cassidy says to his soldiers when he is near Tokyo that
all enemy soldiers are happy to die
for their emperor and a lot of them
are going to be made very happy.
With that bloody and insane message, everyone is out for war.
With desperate screams,
shots firing, and rockets flying, the
film is pure action. On top of that,
many scenes portray true events
that took place in World War II. If
you’re a history buff or just love an
action movie, this is a classic film
you must see.

The Post: An Outstanding Animals Go Wild in Rampage
Historical Drama
By JOLINA BAROUDI, 7th grade staff writer

By BRIAN KRASNOFF, 7th grade staff writer

D

irected by Steven Spielberg, The Post is a 2017
movie about the release of
the Pentagon Papers which The
New York Times received from
Dan Ellsberg, a military analyst
who was observing a camp in
Vietnam. In a time of Edward
Snowden and Wikileaks, The
Post is very relevant today as
it is really hard to do just what
they did over 40 years ago.
Taking place during the
Vietnam War in America, the
film portrays events that really did happen. One is right
after Ellsberg gives a report to
President Nixon and the Secretary of Defense named Robert
McNamara. Ellsberg tells him
nothing in Vietnam is getting
better and right after the conversation, McNamara tells the
press that there are big improvements.
When The New York
Times releases a portion of the
Pentagon Papers and reveals
many presidents had been lying
to the public, everyone hates
that the presidents lied. The
Washington Post receives even
more of the documents and are
told not to publish them but
they do anyway.

In the late 60s to the
early 70s, The Washington Post
was a failing newspaper and
their owner was the first female
owner of any major company.
When both her husband and
father died, it ended up in her
hands. In both the movie and
in real life Graham (Meryl
Streep) who was the owner of
the Washington Post and Ben
Bradley (Tom Hanks) the editor
were running the company.
Until the Pentagon Papers happened, Graham was
not really confident in herself
and doubted her own ideas.
Once TheWashington Post gets
the papers, they realize that the
goal of any newspaper is to tell
the truth and report the news
despite the consequences. Graham knows she could go to jail.
After the release of the papers,
Graham gains more confidence
in her role as leader.
With 19 major nominations, The Post is one of the best
movies of the year. The Post
is so historically accurate that
some scenes show exactly what
happened.
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B

ased on a classic 1980s arcade game, Rampage is an
action packed movie that
builds up suspense and tension in
every moment.
Directed by Brad Peyton,
Rampage tells the story of what
happens when genetic modification research conducted in space
crashes into Earth and produces a
toxic gas which changes the DNA
of three animals: a gorilla in a California wildlife center, a wolf in
Wyoming, and a crocodile in Florida. The gorilla, called George, has
a special bond with primatologist
Davis Okoye (Dwayne Johnson),
and he communicates via sign language.
Many scenes in Rampage
are bloody and tense. For example
in the beginning, the worker for
Claire and Brett is on the spacecraft testing project Rampage
when the test subject gets out and
you see her face in tears and blood.
The mutated animal is so huge
and dangerous that when she gets
on the space shuttle, the animal
breaks the glass and she dies. This
causes the toxic gas to fall in certain areas.
After George the gorilla
mutates, Kate Caldwell (Naomie
Harris) comes to the zoo and explains to Okoye why these animals
became mutilated. The reason
behind this is because greedy siblings, Claire (Malin Akerman) and
Brett Wyden (Jake Lacy) used the

toxic gas from the crash for bad
After, Agent Russell, a government agent, shows up to take
control, but the situation gets horrific after Claire and Brett emit
a powerful frequency to attract
George and the supersized wolf
and crocodile to the Wyden Labs
headquarters in Chicago. Davis
and Kate must follow the animals’
path in hopes of finding a cure that
will stop the giant animals, rescue
George, and save humanity from
the huge, rampaging predators.
Commenting on the film’s
action, Naomie Harris, explained
how tense it was to film the scene
of the deadly plane and helicopter crash. She said the actors were
tilted as the the actual plane and
helicopter shook and her screams
were real as if this had happened
to her in real life.
In other movies you see
Dwayne Johnson as a fighter, but
in Rampage he shows his love for
the animals while still kicking butt.
Andrea Schiffino, (a freshman) agrees it is a great movie
when she explained that Rampage
“is very adventurous. Also, it keeps
you entertained throughout the
whole movie with a lot of action.
Dwayne Johnson was very serious
and the special effects looked very
complicated to make.”
Rampage has many scenes
where your heart is beating fast
and your eyes are locked in on the
scene. It’s not a film to miss.
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The Evolution of Video Games

By NICHOLAS SABOGAL, 7th grade staff writer
ideo games are for many a big piece of
their childhood. But our video games
today are very different than the video
games that our parents most likely grew up
with.
The gaming industry has blown up in
the last century. So much so that many people can make a living off of gaming by going
professional, or streaming their favorite
game for thousands of online viewers. Video
games are an enjoyable way to pass time, or
have fun with your friends. But where did
they start?
Video games started back in the early
1950s, when academic computer scientists
began designing simple games and simulations as part of their research. Technically
the very first forms of video games, these
were very small and simple games. At first
the main use of video games was to provide
a simulation of sorts to help scientists and
others understand their studies better. In
1955, the U.S. military created a computer-based war simulation game during the
Cold War in which red (Soviet Union) and
blue (U.S.) players fought to help them prepare for if the Soviet Union really did attack
the U.S..

Then, in the 1970s, video games
started to pick up some steam. In 1971, the
first commercial arcade game, Computer
Space was released. Later, in 1972, the first
home console, the Magnavox Odyssey was
released. These were all stepping stones for
later video game development. Two months
later, the video game company Atari gained
popularity with its hit arcade game, Pong.
This company, Atari, would go on to make
more great games and consoles of their own.
Before the explosion of home gaming consoles, the 1980s saw many hit arcade
games released, such as Pac Man in 1980
and Donkey Kong in 1981.
“Donkey Kong was the first game I
really got very good at, it was an enjoyable
experience for me,” explained 7th, 10th, and
11th grade teacher Mr. Perry.
In 1983, Nintendo released its first
console, the NES (Nintendo Entertainment
System). Then in 1989, Nintendo created
another breakthrough product, the Game
Boy , which was the first portable gaming
device. Later in the 90s other big name consoles were released such as the Playstation,
the Nintendo 64, and the Sega Dreamcast.
“Video games were a good way to

bond with my brother, even though he never
let me win,” said Jack Montanile, WHS gym
teacher. For this reason and many others,
video games were also a hit in families.
In 2001, Microsoft released the Xbox,
creating a gaming console rivalry between
Sony’s Playstation and Microsoft’s Xbox.
Throughout the years, these two would release multiple updated versions of their own
console, each trying to one-up the other with
added features or performance upgrades.
Later, in 2006, Nintendo released the Wii,
which enabled gamers to be more active
(they had to in order to play the games, such
as Wii Sports).
Today, the future of gaming looks
very bright, thanks to new technology. In
2014, The Oculus Rift was released, one of
the first ever Virtual Reality devices. Even
more advances are being made to present-day consoles to make them better and
better. Video games have come a very long
way, from a simple game of tic tac toe, to
riding down a rollercoaster in Virtual Reality. It will be exciting to see where video
games go next!

By BRANDON BOEHM, 7th grade staff writer
. Cole’s new album “K.O.D” which was
released April 20 sends a strong message to young kids and people with
addictions. “K.O.D” stands for Kids On
Drugs, Kings OverDosed, and Kill Our Demons. The most popular songs like “KOD,”
“Kevin’s Heart,” and “ATM” all show how
the world is hooked on money and how addictions keep growing in the United States
and even in the world.
In the music video for “ATM,” which
has already reached 23 million views and
575 thousand likes in a week, Cole is trying
to send out a strong message: This generation only chases money, In the opening
scene, kids are running around just to
catch a dollar bill. In another scene, Cole
is counting his money in a cartoonish room
and rapping as he is being forced to spend
money on the girl beside him. At the end
of the music video he is broke, but the girl
still wants a new car so he gives up an arm
and leg. This sends out a strong message
suggesting you should make yourself happy
and don’t give up everything for someone
else.
With more than ten million views
and 421 thousand likes in a week, “Kevin Hart” is another popular video for the
album with a very different message. The
music video is basically Kevin Hart going
places and being judged by everyone for
cheating on his wife. Most think this is to
portray Kevin Hart as a bad person, but
it’s really to explain that a lot of people are
going through the same problems and that
mistakes can happen. Cole only has one
appearance in this video durring where he
is trying to open a stroller just like Kevin
because they are both going through the
same struggles of having a kid.
In the album and both videos, Cole
has a very creative mind to convey his
messages. He is successful with most of
the albums he releases, so it’s no surprise
“K.O.D” has reached number one on the
iTunes album chart and most of his songs
have made it to the top ten. He is a role
model for all his fans because he is lyrical,
big on politics, and doesn’t hide how he
feels on his tracks. Most listeners can connect with this album as Cole does very well
portraying real life problems.

By AIDAN KEENAN, 7th grade staff writer
iding a ship over the waves as we are
off to find some treasure, or perhaps another ship to fight and steal
treasure from. Sea of Thieves is beautiful
fantastic and everything in a pirate game a
player could have asked for. From the unbelievable graphics and the well thought
out gameplay, it does everything correctly.
First the graphics are amazing to
look at. From night to day, sunset to sunrise, even rain to clear skies, the scenery
looks beautiful. The graphics are done in a
way so that the scenery is not realistic but
instead looks like a cartoon.
Another reason to love the game is
the gameplay is done right. Playing with
friends or with a random crew is a great
time, not only because players can look
for treasure or fight another ship, but also
because they can just mess around on the
ship with their crew, and tell jokes to each
other, or panic because they just hit a rock
and their entire crew is gone to get food.
Looking for treasure is a wonderful
time. Not only does it give around 300
gold coins for a reward, but it also gives
players something to do on the high sea. It
gives you something to fight for.
Other ships are in the world of
Sea of Thieves and all of them are real
people to fight or befriend. If you choose
the fighting path, you better be ready for
a solid 15 minutes of pure combat. With
close combat situations and ranged battles,
it can be very loud as cannons are fired and
guns shot. Add sword fights on each others’
ships and you get a chaotic, but enjoyable
gaming experience
If you take the friend path, then
it’s a lot more peaceful as you can look for
treasure with others. But watch out because your new friends could also betray
you and you could end up as each other’s
worst enemies.
Sea of Thieves is a lively game that
gamers should consider. From the suspenseful gun battles to a nice little adventure to find some gold coins, Sea of Thieves
does it the best, so if your in the market for
a pirate game, this is the one for you.

By VINCENZO DEBARI and RYAN
BENITEZ, 7th grade staff writers
ave you ever heard of Fortnite? Fortnite Battle Royale is definitely one of
the most popular games in a while.
Fortnite is a fun game which is not
very violent . When you usually die, your
player just falls on the ground and there is
no blood, so it is very kid friendly. Fortnite
is basically like the Hunger Games except
more like a mass online brawl where 100
players leap out of a floating bus on to a
small island and then fight each other until
only one player is left. Hidden around the
island are weapons and items, including
crossbows, rifles and grenade launchers,
and players must arm themselves while
exploring the landscape and buildings. It’s
also possible to collect resources that allow
you to build structures where you can hide
or defend yourself. As the match progresses,
the playable area of land is continually reduced by a storm to force participants closer
and closer together. The last survivor is the
winner.
The game just started getting really
popular early March with views that were
off the charts. With the most recent update
to the game, it now has 3.4 million concurrent players. The game is mostly popular
because it’s free and convenient. You can
play it on a console, or PC and Mac, or iPhone.
Since Fortnite has become one of the
most popular and successful games in the
world, in early March, they came out with a
mobile version for iPhones only. They made
it mobile because Epic Games felt like every
game should be on all platforms. Now that
it is on mobile, it is accessible to people who
don’t have a console or a computer.
You might wonder how this game is
making any money. When you first get the
game you get a default character, pickaxe,
and a dance. There is an item shop that includes characters and cosmetics that uses a
money system in the game which is called
V-Bucks. To get V-Bucks, you pay real life
money. So when you are playing, your character will be fighting in style.
People still have some mixed reviews
about it. While the good thing about it is it’s
free to play, the downside is that the visual
and performance effects aren’t that impressive like graphics-wise and there are too
many in-game crashes.
If you are not playing this game by
now what are you doing? The game is getting more and more popular by the second
so why not be part of the hype?
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Track Running is More than a Sport
By NADIIA FUCHEDZHY, senior staff writer

Spring Highlights

Gabe Saldariagga pitched a
no-hitter versus Wallington on
Senior Day.

The fencing and boys volleyball clubs are finishing up their
inaugural seasons.
Boys lacrosse played their first
game in Weehawken history
versus Parsippany on May 17.
Girls softball had an exhilarating 14-10 victory over Wallington on May 16.

Track team members proudly display this seasons’s medals.

“R

unning is always more than just
a sport,” Ms. Puma, Weehawken
track and field coach, says. “Athletes learn how to face anxiety, act under
stress conditions, communicate with other
people in a different environment, and hear
criticism about themselves.”
Doing a high school sport is sometimes even more demanding, because
students have to learn how to manage their
time to be able to succeed in class and on
the field.
Weehawken runner, Senior Adrian
Castellanos, says: “Distance practices were
always more intense as we had to prepare

to run one and two miles back to back at
our meets. Studying after such workouts
was definitely complicated, but the experience was worth it”.
Junior Soleil Santana believes
“Running gives [her] a chance to challenge
[herself]. She explained, “I have to run 800
and 1600 meters, and being able to finish
strong in both events gives me a feeling of
accomplishment.” Increasing the challenge,
there is only one 400 meter race in between
Soleil’s events, which gives her less than
five minutes to rest.
These challenges seems to have
brought out the best in students. Junior
James Ontiveros said, “We already had
about ten meets this year. It is amazing
to feel the difference in level of our performance, to see how our endurance and
athletic skills improved since the beginning
of the season.”
Throughout
the season, the
team has won and
lost some meets.
In the end, the
coaches believe
that the wisdom
gained after winning and losing
gracefully is most
important. With this in mind,Coach Hauser, tells the runners before every meet: “No
matter whether you lose or win, make sure
to have fun.”

Tennis:Technique and Playing for a Purpose: Autism Tournament Supports Families
Attitude

By NADIIA FUCHEDZHY, senior staff writer

By CHARLY CASTILLO, 8th grade staff writer

F

or Coach Finkelstein, tennis is “a very
social sport” and therefore he believes
“it is important to learn to be respectful of the opponent.” It is the lesson, WHS
players are taught “before [they] even get
to the basic techniques.”
Coach Bank also stresses the social
aspect of the game. He explained, ““We are
very close as a team. Players enjoy the camaraderie of the coaches. The main strategies for singles and doubles players differ.
For instance, singles players need to learn
to stay back on the ball, have strong serves
with no double faults, and move the competitor. For doubles, communication is the
key. It is crucial that team members know
when to stand on the backline and use the
alleys.”
While most players joined the team
with little experience, they have made a lot
of progress in terms of overall strategy and
attitude.
Freshman tennis player, Edward
Alvarado said, “Playing tennis has been
a great experience. Even though it is my
first year, I have learned a lot. Our coaches
stressed the importance of making very
good serves in order to dominate during
the matches.”
Vito Scardigno, another freshman
tennis player added, “Tennis gives everybody a chance to try themselves in different fields, meet new people, and learn
tennis skills that are always helpful in life”.
So far this season, the WHS tennis
team has five wins to eight losses The personal record of Varsity first singles player,
Alex Platonov, is five to eight, which is a
great result for a team that was established
just two years ago at our school. The boys
team advanced to the third round against
of the Hudson County Tournament which
started on May 15.

E

ditor’s Note: Thank you Ms. Amato,
Mr. Calligy, Coach DeStefano, Ms.
Abdu, Ms. Mattiace, Ms. Parkinson,
and Mr. Perry for sharing photos; and thank
you Ms. Veras for answering all of the random questions. Special thanks to Mrs. Kitzie
for assisting with the editing process!

WHS Baseball team takes a moment away from the tournament to smile for a photo with Mayor Richard
Turner, Athletic Director Mr. DeStefano, Coach Montanille, Coach Stratton, Coach Licata, Natalie Mendez,
Javen Navarro and Sara Calligy.

W

alk around campus and you can
still see students and staff wearing
rainbow bracelets with the word
“AUTISM” in bold white letters. These autism awareness bracelets were sold during
the 5th Annual Baseball & Softball Tournament by freshman Arlene Reynoso to raise
money for the Parents of Autistic Children
nonprofit organization (POAC).
According to the POAC’s website, it
was founded to provide “free training and
education for parents and educators; free
recreational and support services to children with Autism Spectrum Disorder and
their families; and free training for police
and first responders which is saving the
lives of children with autism throughout the
state”.
The Weehawken softball team
played against Bogota and Immaculate
Conception, and while both games ended in
losses, the team does not seem distraught
by it. According to Marie Eid, 10, even
though the games did not end up in victory,
she believes that she and her fellow teammates “played their hearts out for the good
of the cause”.
Julia Taddei, 10, agreed, saying that,
“The tournament is for a great cause and

allows people to acknowledge this disease,
motivating the players to give it their all on
the field.”
When asked about their goals for
next year’s tournament, the team agrees
that they want to make more money for the
parents of those who have autism and their
children.
“It’s important that we can help people by doing something we love,” Marie Eid
began. “And we will continue to do that.”

From left to right: Councilwoman Mrs. Ehret, Mayor
Richard Turner, Natalie Mendez, Bogota catcher,
Sara Calligy, Marguerite Mendez, Marie Eid, 10,
Javen Navarro, and Isabella Quinones, 12.

